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REVISION HISTORY
The following table lists the revisions of this document:
Version
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1.0.0

13.05.2019

First release
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ABOUT THIS GUIDE
OVERVIEW
This guide describes steps necessary to set-up a HYPROS solution on Aruba Instant and ArubaOS.

INTENDED AUDIENCE AND SCOPE
The target audience are engineers responsible for deploying Aruba infrastructure and associated software applications in
proof-of-concept and production environments.
This document describes setting up the Aruba components of jointly deployed solutions. Details about the HYPROS solution
should be obtained directly from the manufacturer.
General knowledge about deploying, configuring, and troubleshooting Aruba Wi-Fi solutions is a prerequisite.

RELATED DOCUMENTS
Aruba Instant documentation
Aruba Instant 8.4.0.x User Guide.pdf (chapter “BLE IoT for Data Communication”)
Aruba Instant 8.4.0.0 CLI Reference Guide.pdf (chapter “iot transportProfile”)
https://www.arubanetworks.com/techdocs/Instant_83_WebHelp/Content/Instant_UG/CustomizeIAPParams/BLE%20
IoT%20for%20data%20communication.htm
ArubaOS documentation
ArubaOS 8.4.0.0 User Guide (chapter “IoT”)
ArubaOS 8.4.0.x CLI Reference Guide.pdf (chapter “iot transportProfile”)
https://www.arubanetworks.com/techdocs/ArubaOS_83_Web_Help/content/arubaframestyles/iot/iot_overview.htm
ArubaOS 8.4.0.x API Guide (IoT Telemetry Interface)
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CONVENTIONS
Usage and Naming Conventions
The conventions in the table below are used throughout this document to emphasize important concepts.

Style Type

Description

Italics

Italics are used to emphasize important terms and to mark the titles of books.

Bolded>words

Bolded words indicate an option that should be selected in the Graphical User Interface (GUI). The angled
brackets indicate that the choices are part of a path in the GUI.

Command Text

Command text in this font will appear inside of a box and indicates commands that can be entered into the
Command Line Interface (CLI).
In the command examples, italicized text within single angle brackets represents items that should be replaced
with information appropriate to your specific situation. For example:

<Arguments>

# send <text message>
In this example, you would type “send” at the system prompt exactly as shown, followed by the text of the
message you wish to send. Do not type the angle brackets.

[Optional]

Command examples enclosed in brackets are optional. Do not type the brackets.

{Item A | Item B}

In the command examples, items within curled braces and separated by a vertical bar represent the available
choices. Enter only one choice. Do not type the braces or bars.

Table 2. Usage and Naming Conventions

The informational icons below are used throughout this guide.

Indicates helpful suggestions, pertinent information, and important things to remember.

Indicates a risk of damage to your hardware or loss of data.

Indicates a risk of personal injury or death.
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INTRODUCTION
SOLUTION OVERVIEW
HYPROS provides on-premise or cloud-based clinical workflow management systems incorporating BLE-based location
services and asset tracking.

Figure 1. HYPROS Solution Overview

HYPROS uses BLE-based sensors, called HYPROS Locators, and 3rd party tags to monitor and track assets like medical
devices, clipboards, patients, and clinicians.

Figure 2. HYPROS Locators and Tags
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Aruba access points running Aruba Instant/ArubaOS 8.4.0.0 and later can be used as HYPROS Locators, which lowers
deployment costs by using shared Aruba wireless infrastructure for both secure Wi-Fi access and HYPROS location tracking.

Figure 3. HYPROS Aruba Integration Overview

Depending on the granularity of required asset tracking location accuracy, and the density of deployed Aruba access points,
deployments may be able to just use Aruba access points, or a combination of access points and HYPROS Locators.

The HYPROS tracking solution utilizes a proximity-based approach for location tracking, compared to a
triangulation‑based approach.

Figure 4. HYPROS Bet-Management Workflow Example
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REQUIREMENTS
Hardware
The Aruba access points with integrated Bluetooth radios, or Aruba access points equipped with an Aruba USB Bluetooth
radio (LS-BT1USB, JW315A orJW316A), are required for integration with the HYPROS solution.
Software
The integration uses the Aruba IoT Telemetry Interface to forward Bluetooth device information that is collected by the access
points to the HYPROS backend service.
The Aruba IoT Telemetry Interface is available in Aruba Instant/ArubaOS 8.4.0.0 or higher.

Minimum required software version: Aruba Instant/ArubaOS 8.4.0.0
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CONFIGURATION
GENERAL INFORMATION
Configuration of the Aruba IoT Telemetry Interface is achieved via IoT profiles. The full configuration of IoT profiles is currently
supported via CLI on Aruba Instant (partly configurable via GUI) and ArubaOS, and is described in detail in the referenced
product documentation within the chapter “Related Documents.”
HYPROS Set-up Information
The set-up information in the table below is required to configure the IoT profile as described in the following chapters.

IoT Profile Parameter

Description

Default

Instant OS:
endpointURL <Telemetry-URL>

Setup specific backend URL

none

Example:

ArubaOS:
serverURL <Telemetry-URL>

https://backend.hypros.de/api/v1/telemetry

Instant OS:
endpointType telemetry-https

Multiple types are supported, please see the product
documentation for details.

ArubaOS:
serverType Telemetry-Https

The HYPROS integration currently only support telemetry-https.

authenticationURL <Auth-URL>

Setup specific authentication URL

Meridian-BeaconManagement

none

Example:
https://backend.hypros.de/api/v1/auth/login
Note: IoT profile connections require authentication via
username/password or access token. The HYPROS backend uses the
username/password based authentication.
username <Auth-username>

Setup specific username for authentication

none

password <Auth-password>

Setup specific password for authentication

none

Instant OS:
payloadContent ibeacon
payloadContent eddystone

Multiple payload types are supported, please see the product
documentation for details.

all

ArubaOS:
deviceClassFilter ibeacon
deviceClassFilter eddystone
Instant OS:
transportInterval [5...3600]
ArubaOS:
reportingInterval [5...3600]
ArubaOS only:
include-ap-group <AP-group>
...
include-ap-group <AP-group>
Table 3. IoT Profile Setup Parameter

The HYPROS integration currently only uses the
ibeacon and eddystone data.

The reporting interval in seconds for BLE information to the backend system.
Minimum value for telemetry-https:

600

5s

Minimum value for telemetry-websocket: 1 s
On ArubaOS the AP groups where the IoT profile
should be assigned to have to be added.

none
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Prior to configuration, please contact HYPROS for the data needed to fill in the Site Specific Values in the table below before
starting to configure the system.
IoT Profile Parameter

Site Specific Value

Telemetry-URL
Auth-URL
Auth-username
Auth-password
<Update-Interval>
<AP groups (ArubaOS only)>
Table 4. HYPROS Set-up parameters

ARUBA INSTANT
This chapter describes the configuration and verification steps necessary to setup HYPROS on Aruba Instant.
Set-up
1. Enable the Bluetooth radio on an Aruba Instant AP in standalone mode or on all APs in an Aruba Instant cluster.
ble mode beaconing
2. Add a new IoT transport profile using the set-up information collected in chapter “HYPROS Setup Information”.
iot transportProfile <IoT-profile-name>
endpointURL <Telemetry-URL>

endpointType telemetry-https
authenticationURL <Auth-URL>

username <Auth-username>

password <Auth-password>
payloadContent ibeacon

payloadContent eddystone

transportInterval <Update-Interval>
3. Enable the configured IoT profile.
iot useTransportProfile <IoT-profile-name>
4. Apply the new configuration to the Aruba Instant AP/Cluster.
commit apply
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Verification and Troubleshooting
Once the IoT profile has been configured and enabled, Aruba Instant immediately connects to the backend server and starts
sending telemetry information.
The commands below can be used to validate and troubleshoot the IoT configuration and connectivity to the backend server.
Note - please ensure that access points’ Bluetooth radios have been enabled, and that the access points receive data from
the Bluetooth devices.
The show ap debug ble-config command should show the BLE Operation Mode as “Beaconing,” and the configured IoT
profile should be shown.
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Use the show ap debug ble-table all command to verify if - and which - Bluetooth devices can be seen by the AP.

The commands show ap debug ble-relay iot-profile can be used to check the IoT profile configuration and server
connection status of the IoT profile. The state should be displayed as “Ready.”
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If the server connection status does not show “Ready,” use the command show ap debug ble-relay report
[<profile>] for more detailed connection logs for troubleshooting purposes.
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ARUBAOS
This chapter describes the configuration and verification steps necessary to set-up HYPROS on controller-based installations
running ArubaOS.

In controller based set-ups the BLE radios and IoT profiles have to be enabled per AP groups.

Mobility Conductor vs. Standalone Controller
The configuration steps for IoT profiles in a Mobility Conductor and a standalone controller set-up are the same
except that in a Mobility Conductor scenario the configuration is done on the Mobility Conductor using the
configuration hierarchy.
Set-up
1. Enable the Bluetooth radio on the desired AP groups by setting the ble-op-mode to Beaconing in the corresponding
AP system profile.

ap system-profile <ap-profile-name>
ble-op-mode Beaconing

ap-group <ap-group-name>

ap-system-profile <ap-profile-name>

The deviceClassFilter all is enabled by default. The deviceClassFilter all has to be explicitly set to disable-dIn to send only
telemetry updates for ibeacon and eddystone devices to the backed.

2.Add a new IoT transport profile using the set-up information collected in chapter “HYPROS Setup Information”.
iot transportProfile <IoT-profile-name>
serverType Telemetry-Https
serverURL <Telemetry-URL>

authenticationURL <Auth-URL>
username <Auth-username>
password <Auth-password>

reportingInterval <Update-Interval>
no deviceClassFilter all

deviceClassFilter ibeacon

deviceClassFilter eddystone

include-ap-group <ap-group>
3. Enable the configured IoT profile.
iot useTransportProfile <IoT-profile-name>
4. Apply the new configuration to the Aruba controller/Mobility Conductor.
write memory
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Verification and Troubleshooting

Mobility Conductor vs. Standalone Controller
The verification and troubleshooting steps for IoT profiles in a Mobility Conductor and a standalone controller
set‑up are the same except that in a Mobility Conductor scenario the verification and troubleshooting is done on the
managed devices.
After the IoT profile has been configured and enabled the Aruba controller will immediately connect to the backend server
and start sending telemetry information.
The commands below can used be to validate and troubleshoot the IoT configuration and connectivity to the backend server.
Check first to ensure that the access points’ BLE radios have been enabled and if the APs can receive data form the
BLE devices.
The show ap debug ble-config [ap-name|ip-addr|ip6-addr] command should show the BLE Operation Mode as
“Beaconing” and the configured IoT profile should be displayed.
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Using the show ap debug ble-table [ap-name|ip-addr|ip6-addr] all command verify if - and which - Bluetooth
devices are seen by the access points.
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Use the command show ble _ relay iot-profile to check the IoT profile configuration and server connection status
of the IoT profile. The state of the response should show “Ready.”

If the server connection status does not show “Ready,” use the command show ble_relay report report [<profile>] to obtain
more detailed connection logs for troubleshooting.
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